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Choice For Working 
More Profitably

WMS Your Business 
Will Ever Need

Warehouse Management System (WMS)



Fully Integrated With Your Business  

What if you could manage your warehouse inventory, staff and supply chain in the most 
efficient and accurate way possible? That’s precisely what the Produce Pro Software Warehouse 
Management System (WMS) delivers. 

Now you can increase the efficiency of your warehouse operations at every stage of the process, 
from receiving and packing to inventory counts and shipping. You can also maintain complete 
traceability every step of the way. And you’ll have better visibility for inventory throughout your 
facilities, right down to the pallet level.

The Produce Pro WMS is flexible and scalable enough to serve any sized operation. It helps your 
entire staff become more productive. They’ll complete work accurately and on time, which means 
better customer service. 

As Flexible As Your Needs   

Produce Pro offers multiple WMS technology options, including pick by scan and 
pick by voice powered by Honeywell® Vocollect™. That means you can select the 
technology that best fits the requirements for each workflow and maintain fully 
integrated and accurate inventory in real time.

Think Produce Pro First: The industry’s leading software 
company is also the choice for a robust WMS.   

Get ROI That Will Last: Improve your efficiency, accuracy 
and reduce costs every month with Produce Pro WMS. 

10 Reasons To Use WMS From Produce Pro
1. Improve order accuracy for customers
2. Improve lot inventory accuracy and 
 reduce discrepancies
3. Enhance visibility into inventory and operations  
 across single or multiple locations
4. Gain control at key points and reduce mistakes
5. Increase picking efficiency and accuracy

6. Track inventory by pallet and slot across all 
 warehouse locations
7. Reduce startup and training time for new hires
8. Minimize clerical hours and reduce paperwork
9. Track worker productivity in real time
10. Get a clear ROI from fully integrated and 
 accurate inventory
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Traceability
Depend on accurate traceability throughout the 
lot’s lifecycle, no matter how it is transformed 
or where it is moved while in your facilities. 
Our system also handles procedures necessary 
for every stage of the Produce Traceability 
Initiative implementation.

Receiving
Your staff will know every detail about inbound 
shipments. Then they can verify products and 
quantities, record any discrepancies, and move 
the process smoothly into the put-away stage. 
And you’ll have visibility and full traceability on 
any lot in real time.

Movement
Our WMS keeps vital perishables moving, from 
inbound loads to replenishment. The system can 
direct staff on what work is ready to be executed 
and where pallets are to be delivered.

Picking
Ensure the right product is being selected for every 
line because selectors have a system working with 
them at each pick slot.  Supervisors have visibility 
to assign out work, track progress and manage 
issues as they happen. Workers are more productive 
and your entire operation runs more efficiently. 

Repack
Now your workers scan input lots onto each line, 
then scan finished goods into inventory or onto an 
order. This ensures the accuracy and traceability 
of each repack or pack-out. 

Shipping
System controls help ensure each order is properly 
completed, palletized, and loaded onto the truck 
in stop order. Now it’s easy to resolve short items, 
substitutions, add-ons, removals and all the details 
to get the order shipped complete. As a result, 
all pallets get loaded and drop-offs are simpler 
for drivers. 
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Choice For Your 
WMS Solution.

Word In Traceability 
And Efficiency.

10 Reasons To Use WMS From Produce Pro Why Our Customers Choose Produce Pro

Contact Us Today at 630.395.9600 or sales@producepro.com

“Since implementing WMS our turnover 
has dropped to almost zero. The ease 
of training new associates and the 
improved ratios has a very positive, 
upward impact.”

“In a nutshell, our warehouse and 
office management can manage 
workflow with precision and ease 
that takes us to the next level of 
efficiency and agility.”

– Dennis Michael, Director of Operations, 
 Primo Produce, Inc.

– Corey Dietz, Director of Operations, 
 Heartland Produce

Key WMS Benefits 
Our WMS customers can see up to 99% accuracy on inventory.



Contact Us Today to Learn More   
630.395.9600  •  sales@producepro.com  •  producepro.com

Chicago  •  Los Angeles  •  Philadelphia  •  Austin

Our Mission Statement 
We are experts providing innovative business and technology 

solutions to fresh produce businesses and the perishable industry. 
Our success is driven by a commitment to the success 

of our clients and the long-term business partnerships we foster. 
We deliver competitive advantages by listening to our clients 

and integrating their objectives with evolving industry trends.


